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Use Case 2 
• See and search on works by people to discover works of 

interest based on connection to people, and to understand 
people based on their relation to works 

•  Links between catalog data and profile systems for the 
enhancement of each 

• Catalog data: biblio-centric 
• Profile system: people-centered 



VIVO 
•  Faculty profile system used at Cornell 
• Originally developed and implemented at Cornell  
• Now adopted by a growing number of institutions of 

various types world-wide 
•  Information on people, research, publications, teaching 

activities, events, and departments within the institution 
•  vivo.cornell.edu 



VIVO technology 
• Open source semantic web application 
• Vitro: general-purpose web-based ontology and instance 

editor with customizable public browsing 
• VIVO = Vitro + ontologies 
• www.vivoweb.org 
 



Cornell Use Case 2 Demo 
• Demonstrate links between CUL catalog and VIVO 
• Round-trip from catalog to VIVO and back to catalog 
• Sample data: Cornell thesis records 
• Convert records to RDF 
•  Ingest RDF into Vitro as a browse and search interface 
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MARC thesis record 



MARCXML 
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BIBFRAME RDF 



Thesis advisor in Bibframe 



BIBFRAME RDF 
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LD4L Linked Data fragment 



Sample post-processor functions 
• Asserts that the bf:Work is an ld4l:Thesis 
• Creates foaf:Person from thesis author 

•  Links bf:Person to foaf:Person via madsrdf:identifiesRWO / 
madsrdf:isIdentifiedByAuthority 

•  Links work to foaf:Person via pav:authoredBy 
• Creates foaf:Person from thesis advisor 

•  Re-uses VIVO URI rather than minting a new URI 
•  Links bf:Person to foaf:Person via madsrdf:identifiesRWO / 

madsrdf:isIdentifiedByAuthority 
•  Requires entity resolution where same advisor has multiple 

advisees 



Post-processor functions, cont. 
• Creates foaf:Organization from degree-granting institution 

•  Requires entity resolution where same institution has granted 
degrees to multiple individuals 

• Adds rdfs:labels 
•  Application-specific – Vitro depends on them for display 
•  Multiple input sources: bf:label, bf:title, bf:Title 



LD4L data in Vitro 
•  Live at ld4l.library.cornell.edu/ld4l-vitro 
• Simulates catalog records augmented with LOD 
•  Links to external LOD – in this case, VIVO 
•  Then VIVO brings us: 

•  Back to additional catalog records 
•  Out to the LOD cloud 



Future post-processing challenges 
• Scale up to real world magnitude of library catalog data 
• Extend to full variety of different types of catalog records 
• Entity resolution in the real world 
•  Integrate catalog updates into existing triplestore 
•  Link to other external data sources for people, 

organizations, and works 



Additional connections to global identifiers 
for works, organizations, and people 


